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Mom’s last wish was to die in peace at home and go back to the Other Aspect. The author shares
deep insights in what it means to honor the dying wishes of an elder, the significance of love,
the value of forgiveness and the authorization to pass. A page-turner transcending the normal
telling of a cherished one’s loss of life, it keeps also those fearful of the ultimate journey of
dying engaged and hopeful. Candid, poignant and transparent, this accounts of a reluctant
inexperienced caregiver in the unknown territory of a dying parent is explored. As far as we
know, her wish was granted. Writer Suzie Daggett shares her reflective, emotional moments
while looking after her mother in her final times. You will laugh, cry and learn.You will take
advantage of the Pink Door if you are:Looking after your elder amid the dying procedure or if
indeed they have passed and you also need kindness, assistance and understanding for your
stressful timeIf you are a caregiver, especially those like me who are/were unprepared for the
enormous changes for themselves or their eldersIf you are interested in how to BE with the
dying/death processIf you have an elder dying at home and do not be eligible for hospice. How
do you cope? What do you do?If you want more courage to defend myself against the task of
being your elder's assistant in the dying procedure. Even if you feel you cannot do it - you canIf
you are seeking a deeper awareness of why like, honor, permission and forgiveness are
important elements in a peaceful moving process
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The Pink Door is a necessary roadmap for the family Dealing with and loving a 95 year old
mother who's failing can be an honor, a challenge, and an opportunity. I have just finished
reading The Pink Door. And also that there is no greater present than being truly a caregiver to a
loved one! To sit with someone, to love someone the way this author loved her mother requires
a deep alignment with one's primary.I DID SO NOT WANT TO FINISH THIS BOOK. particularly if
you're a caregiver. Dagget towards her mom. Her writing is honest and inspiring and I sensed all
of her experiences..Actually.... Five Stars Thoughtful. Additionally it is an intimate story about a
daughter and her mom;This book is about saying "Goodbye" with consciousness.. This personal
experience by Suzie Daggett can help everyone at any stage of life (or death) The stark honesty
in this book about having an excellent connection to your mother in your daily life and then
needing to let go was written so well without holds barred about all of the emotions behind this
experience..This book is a place to start to begin to get your bearings.Dying will not part us it
offers us an opportunity to experience the mystery of lifestyle.Scanning this book. Personal.
Useful. Suzie's insights and spoken truth is both comforting and uplifting.Many thanks,Rev
Barbara Azzara Navigating the journey toward death with grace and compassion I just finished
reading The Pink Door by Suzie Daggett. Just what a gift to other people who have had an
identical encounter, or are anticipating being in thissituation.Suzie thus completely describes
the procedure of being with someone you care about who is physically failing, yet trying to find
their method. As their condition declines, it really is up to the family member to locate a
roadmap on how best to navigate what is coming.We deepened my truth of what like is. For
example, it's a valuable book for anyone that is going to die. I recommend this very good
function by Suzie Daggett. Caregiving with love and compassion The day I received this book I
started reading rather than set it down ! All too often, when a medicalcrisis occurs, we are
overwhelmed and do not know where to turn.it really is written in the language of the center.My
hope is that this book could be distributed through doctor's offices, hospital gift shops and
hospice organizations. Understanding Suzie and her family members made it so special. What a
wonderful gift she gave her Mom. This is a particular gift to caregivers - once you learn one or
are one - present yourself The Pink Door immediately. I’ve been a caregiver and enjoyed every
single page of the beautifully written personal experience. The Pink Door Suzie's book, The Pink
Door, came into my life at the perfect time! Caregiving is one of the toughest ~ emotional and
physical journies in lifestyle...transitioning with dignity and like. Reading the reserve today
helped me to grieve a recently available loss and to confirm my belief that the trip to the other
part can be a warm heartfelt experience. Actually I did so not want to place it down.!Death Loss
of life Does Not Part Us. The Pink Door offers given me a roadmap to understanding the
proceedings both for my elder and myself. It really is concise and filled with lifestyle, love, and
great recommendations of how to be prepared to assist and "like your elder up". Thank you
Suzie for sharing your experience around! I've read your book and enjoyed getting to know you
and your mother through this ... I have read your reserve and enjoyed learning you and your
mother through this story. Thanks a lot for sharing your journey and for all the helpful tips on
becoming there for a love one who is on her behalf final journey.... Suzie and her mom Lorenita
have given us a heart-experienced template for the unavoidable end-of-life period that people
will all face (including necessary protocols, guidance and resources). :-) THIS BOOK CAN CHANGE
THE WAY WE THINK ABOUT CAREGIVING As seniors age, books on death and dying
understandably proliferate.. (I also benefited from the exercises)My hubby died this past year
which memoir helped me to deepen my experience of my own feelings about my loss. I was
bathed in the love and caring from Ms. this is not a review it is a letter of gratitude to the author.



a heartfelt go through for anyone. So, we don't quite have our hands around it once we do in
celebrating birth. Suzie sure doesn't claim to be an expert, but she does why don't we into her
doubts, fears and foibles in addition to the consequential personal realizations. Dying is
emotionally messy. As somebody who journeyed with his spouse as he died of cancer, I found
"The Pink Door' to end up being the perfect mix of anecdotal stories and encouraging advice.
That one is just short enough -- and certainly engaging enough -- that you will browse it to the
end. There are a great number of books out there upon this subject. Suzie brings about the
higher lessons that we garner from accompanying somebody during the last weeks of their
lifestyle. And you want to.. In case you are lucky more than enough to learn your mother this
longer or anyone you like and are likely to become with them in any or all circumstances to the
end, I recommend this assortment of journal entries and helpful tips mixed collectively in a book
that will help you through the joy and amazing frustration that Suzie shares so openly. Valuable
Read As a loss of life educator myself, I sincerely appreciate The Pink Door. That is a reserve that
is a compassionate, educational, and entertaining read for anyone who offers been, or will end
up being, a care-giver for a person along the way of dying. Her emphasis on compassion, and her
thoughtful documentation of her very own process and emotions gives the readerhope and
knowledge of their own knowledge or helps them to contemplate and be more aware of what
may be arriving at their lives and the life of their cherished one. A perfect story about caregiving
for someone you care about who is dying If there is somebody in your daily life who is dying,
that is an excellent companion guide . Suzie's book is unusual in that it's about her very own
experience as caregiver as much as about her mother's decline and passing. The majority of us
would body the process primarily as a burden, which it certainly is, but Suzie managed to get an
opportunity for her growth aswell. Each step of the way she learned something about how she
sees the world, and applied that to her care. If ordinary people are to convenience our own
inevitable burdens in looking after our family members, we'd do well to learn the Pink Door. Jeff
Kane MD Great read Very touching. Reminded me of my own personal encounters and helped
me to raised understand that I should feel no guilt.Most of us will die and if we can do so with
the grace and dignity expressed in these pages, how blessed we are. and a reminder of what's
best about humanity while stretching beyond perceived boundaries and admitting ... Reading
"The Pink Door" was a gift of wisdom, and a reminder of what's best about humanity even
though stretching outside of perceived boundaries and admitting to deep vulnerabilities.
Loving. "The Pink Door" is a must-read for us all—for it brings us closer to our parents and our
fragile and solid selves—and calls us to the compassion, for both others and ourselves, needed
through the intimate occasions of a treasured one's dying. With much gratitude to Suzie Daggett
for sharing this loving story.
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